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Abstract

Due to renewed interest in security, iris images have become a pop-
ular biometric alternative to fingerprints for human identification.
However, there exist very few databases on which researchers can
test iris recognition technology. We present a novel method to aug-
ment existing databases through iris image synthesis. A multireso-
lution technique known as reverse subdivision is used to capture the
necessary characteristics from existing irises, which are then com-
bined to form a new iris image. In order to improve the results, a
set of heuristics to classify iris images is proposed. We analyze the
performance of these heuristics and provide preliminary results of
the iris synthesis method.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Picture/Image Generation; I.4.10 [Image Processing
and Computer Vision]: Image Representation—Hierarchical; I.5.4
[Pattern Recognition]: Applications—Computer Vision; J.3 [Com-
puter Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—Biology and Ge-
netics
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1 Introduction

Biometrics conventionally involves the analysis of biometric data
for identification purposes. Due to logistical and privacy issues
with collecting and organizing large amounts of biometric data, a
new direction of biometric research concentrates on the synthesis
of biometric information. One of the primary goals of the synthe-
sis of biometric data is to provide databases on which the classical
biometric algorithms can be tested [Yanushkevich et al. 2004]. To
facilitate identification with iris images, most recognition methods
use a wavelet transform to encode a set of iris features, which can
then be compared using different measures. There exists some re-
search on the various wavelet transforms and related comparison
methods [Wildes and Asmuth 1994; Huang et al. 1997; Zhu et al.
2000; Daugman 2004], however there are only a few works in the
area of iris image synthesis [Lefohn et al. 2003; Cui et al. 2004].
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In this paper, we introduce a method to augment existing iris image
databases through a novel iris generation technique. We present
a multiresolution framework to decompose iris images into several
components, and then recombine components of different irises into
a new image. By using components of real irises in our synthesis
method we are able to synthesize iris images which are very real-
istic. Loosely speaking, this is similar to genetic inheritances, in
which the irises of the children resemble those of the parents. Fi-
nally, we present results which demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method in producing realistic iris images and increasing the size of
iris databases.

1.1 Previous Work

Fingerprints have conventionally been the primary biometric used
for human identification. Thus, fingerprint technology benefits
from a large community of fingerprint experts and researchers.
They also have well known classifications and properties which al-
low generation algorithms to target a smaller subset of the possible
random variations. Cappelli et al. describes a complete system
for human fingerprint image generation [2002]. Their system uses
fingerprint classifications to generate the global shape of each fin-
gerprint. This global shape then undergoes a series of deformations
and random variations in order to achieve the master ridge patterns.
Once the master ridge patterns are known, their system can gener-
ate multiple samples of the original image using combinations of
deformations throughout the synthesis process. They validate their
results by exploiting the ubiquity of fingerprint identification and
the subsequent availability of fingerprint experts and competitions.

Lefohn et al. introduced a method to synthesize human irises for
use in computer graphics applications [2003]. The method makes
use of the domain knowledge of ocularists to obtain results which
take on a high level of realism. Their approach uses 30-70 layers of
painted textures, scanned into the program using a conventional flat
bed scanner. The domain specific knowledge required to produce
the textures, renders this approach overly complicated and thus un-
suitable for our purposes.

Cui et al. proposed a method to synthesize iris images, based on
principal component analysis (PCA) and super-resolution [2004].
Using their experimental results, they conclude that a 75 dimen-
sional PCA global feature vector provides the most benefit to the
performance of the PCA recognition method. The synthesis method
uses the same size feature vector, and the problem is constrained to
a search in a limited high dimensional space. Once a feature vector
has been synthesized with this search, they use super-resolution to
obtain an iris image of the desired size. Using their method they
generated a database of ten thousand iris classes with fifty one iris
images in each class. Their method is restricted to the search space
represented by the PCA of global feature vectors. Unlike PCA, our
method, multiresolution analysis, can capture both local and global
features due to the properties of scaling and wavelets. In addition,
multiresolution provides us with an efficient and easy implemen-
tation when compared with PCA which has greater computational



requirements. Furthermore, improving the realism of the synthetic
irises is proposed as a future work in their paper while our method
synthesizes very realistic irises in comparison with their results.

We propose to generate iris images as unique combinations of ex-
isting irises, and we also introduce heuristics used to classify iris
images. We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2, we will
give a short overview of multiresolution with reverse subdivision,
and explain how we applied it to our domain. Section 4 is a de-
scription of the pre-processing and post-processing steps that we
employ when processing iris images. Next, in Section 5.2, we pro-
pose some classifications for irises in order to separate these irises
into sets with similar characteristics which improves the resulting
image quality. In Section 5 we will describe the core method we
used for iris synthesis and in Section 6 present the results we ob-
tained. Finally, in Section 7 we will draw conclusions and suggest
future work in the area.

2 Multiresolution with Reverse Subdivision

For Iris Synthesis

Multiresolution methods and wavelets have been used extensively
in biometric and other image processing areas; for iris identification
[Daugman 2004; Huang et al. 1997; Wildes and Asmuth 1994; Zhu
et al. 2000], for document contour extraction [Yang et al. 1999]
as well as for handwritten numeral recognition [Sabourin et al.
2002]. Multiresolution methods conventionally employ wavelets to
obtain an efficient and compact representation of the original data
[Stollinitz et al. 1996]. Samavati and Bartels introduced a general
method to obtain a multiresolution curve representation by revers-
ing subdivision rules [1999]. This method uses least squares to
ensure that the low resolution version of the data is a good repre-
sentation for the high resolution model. They further improved this
method by using local least squares to obtain local multiresolution
filters for various subdivision methods [2000; 2004]. In this work
we have used multiresolution filters of Chaikin subdivision. This
subdivision is a discrete approximation of quadratic B-Spline while
Haar wavelets are based on zero degree B-Splines (piecewise con-
stant). Although Haar filters are simple their scaling and wavelet
functions are not even continuous and higher degree B-Splines are
preferred for our purposes [Unser 1997]. Chaikin reverse subdi-
vision filters have been proposed as alternatives to the traditional
Haar wavelets for applications in biometrics [Samavati and Bartels
2004].

A multiresolution representation allows us to represent data in
terms of two new data sets: a coarse approximation of the original
data and a higher frequency set of details of the original data. Mul-
tiresolution operations are typically expressed as matrix equations
in terms of the filter matrices An, Bn, Pn, and Qn [Stollinitz et al.
1996]. Given a particular column vector, Cn, of data, we can find a
low resolution approximation, Cn−1, by applying the equation:

Cn−1 = AnCn
. (1)

Similarly, we can find the high frequency details, Dn−2, by applying
the equation:

Dn−1 = BnCn
. (2)

Finally, when we want to return to the original resolution, we can
recombine the details and the low resolution data using:

Cn = PnCn−1 +QnDn−1
. (3)

The low resolution approximation, Cn−1, contains low-frequency
data from the original data, and can be considered equivalent to

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Iris image decomposition process. (b) Iris image re-
construction process. The reconstruction process only requires the
low resolution approximation and each level of details extracted
during the decomposition process in order to fully recreate the orig-
inal iris.

an approximation of the original input data. The details, Dn−1,
contain the high-frequency information extracted from the origi-
nal data, and can be considered equivalent to the characteristics, or
features of the original data. We can use the fact that the matrices
An, Bn, Pn, and Qn all have a banded regular structure in order to
create a linear implementation which avoids matrix multiplication.
To avoid the matrix multiplication a set of filter values from each
matrix are used for the decomposition and reconstruction steps:
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are the filter values for the matrices An, Bn, Pn, Qn respectively
[Samavati and Bartels 2000].

In the case of an iris image, In, the filters are simultaneously applied
to all of the rows of the image. We can denote the row operations
using the same equations (1), (2), and (3), but substituting I for C,
giving us:

In−1
j = AnIn

j , (4)

Dn−1
j = BnIn

j , (5)

and
In

j = PnIn−1
j +QnDn−1

j . (6)

where In
j represents row j of the iris image at resolution level n,

and Dn
j represents the corresponding details of row j. This opera-

tion results in both an intermediate representation of the image and
the corresponding details obtained from reducing the resolution of
each row. The filters are then applied to all of the columns of the
intermediate representation. This results in a coarse approximation
of the original image and two sets of details corresponding to the
columns and the rows respectively. These two sets of details are
stored and manipulated as one and are referred to as Dn throughout
the rest of the paper. This process can be repeated several times as
needed. Figure 1 gives a visual overview of both the decomposition
and reconstruction process. The iris image obtained through the
reconstruction process is an exact copy of the original iris image.

3 Image Databases

There are currently three publicly available databases of iris im-
ages: CASIA [CASIA 2004], UPOL [Dobeš and Machala 2005],



Figure 2: The preprocessing stages, and subsequent multiresolution
engine organization.

and UBIRIS [Proença and Alexandre 2005]. Each of the three
databases has distinct characteristics, CASIA contains black and
white images of medium resolution, UPOL contains color images
of high resolution, and UBIRIS contains color images of high res-
olution as well as noisy images. Our method uses the existing im-
ages in the database to synthesize new images, therefore our output
images are of the same color space and quality of the input iris im-
ages which, in turn, affects our decision of which iris database to
use. Although UBIRIS is the largest public and freely available
iris database, it purposefully contains many noisy iris images for
testing purposes which proves unsuitable for our purposes. The
CASIA database images are black and white which increases the
difficulty of visual inspection of the synthesized images. Therefore
we chose the UPOL database which contains high-quality, high-
resolution iris images that aid visual inspection as well as remove
the need to detect and avoid noisy input images.

4 Preprocessing: Isolating the iris

We use a number of preprocessing steps based on similar iris recog-
nition methods to rid the image of extraneous information resulting
in iris images like those in Figure 4. First, all of the images are
edited such that the center of the image corresponds to the cen-
ter of the pupil which significantly reduces the complexity of the
following algorithms. Then we transform the iris into the polar co-
ordinate system which unwraps the circular iris information into
columns and rows. Next we remove the pupil to guarantee that we
are working with only the iris information needed for the synthesis
components of our method. Finally, once an image has been syn-
thesized, we re-insert the pupil information and return the iris to
it’s natural coordinate system. The sequential organization of the
preprocessing stages and subsequent synthesis framework are pro-
vided in Figure 2. We explain each of the preprocessing stages in
detail in the following sections.

4.1 Polar Coordinate Representation: Unwrapping

the Iris

The iris is a circular, pigmented portion of the eye, which functions
to regulate the amount of light allowed to pass through to the retina.
This circular nature of the iris lends itself to an alternate coordinate

Figure 3: Chart of the PSNR measurements used to test the two
polar coordinate transforms.

system. Therefore, we use a polar coordinate transform to effec-
tively unwrap the iris image into a rectangular shape, resulting in
the image in Figure 4(a).

Each input image is a uniform sampling of the light reflecting off
of an iris. The image resulting from the polar coordinate transform
represents a uniform sampling in the angle and radius axes. How-
ever, the cartesian and polar sampling rates are not equivalent; the
cartesian sampling of the outer edge of the iris represents a much
higher sampling rate in the angle axis than the the inner edge. In
order to capture all of the details of the iris, we use a higher resolu-
tion polar coordinate representation that is large enough to contain
the unwrapped circumference of the iris. The circumference of any
circle is π multiplied by the diameter; in our case, wi, the diameter
of the iris is approximately the width of the image. Therefore the
resulting image size must be at least πwi; however digital images
use integer sizes, hence we round π to the integer 4 which results
in a polar coordinate image with dimensions 4wi × 4wi. The in-
verse transform reverses this process, producing an iris image in
the cartesian coordinate system that is the same size as the input
image.

To test this high-resolution transform we used the standard Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure [Netravali and Haskell
1995]. PNSR compares an original signal to a modified version and
provides a ratio of the clarity of the original signal to the introduced
noise. We use the following definition of PSNR:

20.0log10
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(7)

In our case, the original iris image, f , is compared to F , the image
obtained by applying the polar transform followed by the inverse
polar transform. We use our high resolution polar transform and
compare it’s PSNR value with that of a standard resolution trans-
form which uses a polar coordinate image size of wi×wi. Although
it is straightforward to tell that an increase in the PSNR value rep-
resents a decrease in the noise present, PSNR is by nature a relative
measurement. Consequently, we need to compare the results with
a known result. For this purpose we also compared a completely
white image, the equivalent of extreme noise, to the original iris im-
age and recorded the resultant PSNR. The chart in Figure 3 clearly
demonstrates that the high resolution polar coordinate transform
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Figure 5: (a) Original iris. Coarse approximation after (b) two, (c) three, (d) and four levels of reverse subdivision. The third level still contains
pattern information, while the fourth level contains only color information. (e) Original iris image, compared with details (f) captured from
four levels of reverse subdivision.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Iris images after the preprocessing steps, (a) after being
unwrapped with the polar coordinate transform, and (b) after being
scaled using piecewise linear scaling algorithm.

provides a significant improvement in the quality of the resulting
image.

4.2 Removing The Pupil: Iris Scaling

The size of the central portion of the iris, the pupil, is dependant
upon each person and the amount of light available. In addition,
the pupil may not be centered in the iris. Both of these conditions
produce abnormalities in the resulting images, see Figure 4(a). The
variability of the pupil size causes the variable sized black strip in
the top of the resulting image. Additionally, there may exist small
filled parabolas along the bottom of the image due to non-centered
pupils. In order to isolate the iris we remove this extraneous infor-
mation by searching each column of the image for the edges of the
iris and scaling this portion of the column to fit the entire column,
resulting in the image in Figure 4(b). The image is then ready to be
used in the combination algorithm to produce the new iris image.
Once the algorithm is finished, the new iris image must be post-
processed once more to return it to the original shape and size of
a real iris, see Figure 2. For this iris scaling algorithm, we needed
an efficient algorithm which would allow us to both enlarge the iris
and then shrink it with minimal distortion. In most cases our ex-
perimental results indicated that we would be increasing the size of
the iris by about 133% and then shrinking it by 75% in the reverse
process. For these purposes we chose the piecewise linear scaling
algorithm [Verth and Bishop 2004] which re-samples the original
information to the desired number of samples. The scaling algo-
rithm maps the index of each pixel in the scaled column into the
domain of the original column using a standard parametric repre-
sentation. The resulting index is a real number, therefore, a linear
interpolation is used to obtain the final color of each pixel in the
scaled column. Although the re-sampling is not a reversible pro-
cess, it provides an excellent representation of the original columns
after both the enlarging and subsequent re-shrinking stages.

For each column, the edges of the desired iris information are first
detected, and the enclosed information is then scaled. Edges of
the iris are detected by finding the first pixel from the top, and the
first pixel from the bottom which is not black. The comparison is

performed using a given threshold, which is found by analyzing
the pupils in the given database to determine their typical color.
For the pre-processing, the iris information within each column is
scaled to fit the full height of the image. During the post-processing
the information is scaled to a fraction of the original height. The
size used during the post-processing step is variable and allows the
creation of irises with varying sized pupils as is found in reality
under variant lighting conditions.

5 Iris Synthesis: Combining Multiple Iris

Images

Our goal is to be able to augment existing iris image databases
through an image synthesis process. The synthesized images should
display similar characteristics to real irises, yet be unique. To
achieve the goal of realism we introduce a method which combines
portions of real iris images. For the goal of uniqueness our method
uses multiple differing irises.

Looking at any iris image, it becomes obvious that most of its char-
acteristics are made of high frequency data. Therefore, we employ
the multiresolution techniques to capture these details from the iris.
Experimental results, shown in Figure 5, demonstrate that only four
levels of decomposition are required to effectively capture all of the
details from a 256x256 iris image. The low resolution approxima-
tion which is left after four levels of decomposition contains only
the global color scheme of the given iris. To demonstrate this ob-
servation, we decomposed an iris image and replaced it’s low res-
olution approximation with a solid grey image. We then restored
it to its original resolution, resulting in the grey iris in Figure 5(f).
The new iris is simply a grey-scale version of the original iris im-
age. This is not an interesting result, as the same effects could be
achieved by employing a color-space deformation to the original
image. However, the observation that the details extracted during
four levels of decomposition completely capture the characteristics
of an iris image is central to the combination algorithm. This ob-
servation allows us to completely decompose an iris image into the
following five components: the base color of the image and the four
sets of characteristics at each resolution level denoted by: In−4,
Dn−1, Dn−2, Dn−3, and Dn−4 respectively.

5.1 Selecting iris images to combine

As is noted, any 256x256 iris image can be decomposed into five
new components. The reverse is also true, a new 256x256 iris im-
age can be created from these same five components, due to the
properties of multiresolution. For each new synthesized iris image,
we select the five necessary components from those available to us
in the original database. As a way of synthesizing new unique iris
images, each of the components can be selected from a different
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Figure 6: Classifications of iris images, (a) with two rings of similar
frequency characteristics and (b) with one ring of similar frequency
characteristics.

iris. Given a database of N input images, we can decompose each
of these images into their five components. Therefore, when syn-
thesizing an iris image, we have N choices available for each of
the necessary components which allows us to create a total of N5

possible combinations. The original N iris images are included in
these new combinations, as they are recreated when each of the se-
lected components is from the same iris image. Clearly, given even
a reasonable small database to start with, our method can generate
an exponential increase in size.

To fully test our implementation of this method, we needed to con-
sider each synthesized iris image individually in terms of quality.
We also needed to test the method’s ability to significantly increase
the number of images in a particular database. However, as the
number of output images increases, our ability to individually con-
sider each output image significantly decreases. Therefore, we de-
cided to not generate the exhaustive set of possibilities. Rather we
generate a smaller subset which exhibits similar characteristics to
the entire set. To achieve this goal we exclude the component used
as the base color from the selection process, reducing the possi-
bilities to N4. The component to be used for the base color infor-
mation is then selected uniformly from the original set of irises,
which provides an even distribution of the color schemes amongst
the generated irises. Next, we use only the unique combinations
of the remaining four components, rather than the ordered permu-
tations. This further reduces the number of images to the unique
combinations of four iris images chosen from N. In our case, each
database will contain 128 iris images. Even with the reduced num-
ber of possibilities, using our method on a database of this size will
generate approximately 10 million iris images. To reduce this to a
reasonable number, we separate each database into groups of eight
images, and consider each group as a separate database. With each
of these databases we obtain 70 new iris images from unique com-
binations of four irises from eight. Therefore, the total number of
iris images synthesized is reduced to:

N
8
×70, (8)

or in our case: 1120 synthesized irises.

5.2 Classifying irises images

Fingerprints have well known classifications which allow the fin-
gerprint generation algorithms to target a much smaller subset of
the full range of possibilities. Similar to that approach, we pro-
pose two criteria for classifying irises which allows us to separate

Figure 7: Structure of the combination algorithm.

the irises into groups of similar types and subsequently improve the
quality of the results.

First, we define the number of concentric rings of differing iris de-
tails within an iris. Next, we classify each of these rings by the
frequency of their details; specifically we classify rings into those
with high frequency characteristics and those with low frequency
characteristics. Finally, in order to choose iris images which are
to be combined, we group the irises into groups which contain the
same number of rings and the corresponding rings contain simi-
lar frequency characteristics. An example is provided in Figure 6,
where we demonstrate two different classes of irises.

Once one set of iris images have been classified, the possible com-
binations of irises which can be made from this small set is very
large. If, for example, only 8 iris images are available, a possible
85 = 32768 images can be created. Although it would be possible to
automate the classifications, the combinatorial possibilities of this
method make this automation a secondary goal. A user need only
obtain a small number of similar iris images which can be chosen
by any iris expert, and then the user is able to synthesize a database
large enough to satisfy their needs.

5.3 Combining the details to form a new iris

Our combination algorithm requires five images from the database
as input; using the subscript notation to identify each of the five im-
ages we have: Ibase, I1, I2, I3, and I4. From these images we extract
the five necessary components to build a complete iris image. First,
the base color information for the new iris image In−4

new , is directly
extracted from Ibase by using the low resolution approximation of
Ibase: In−4

base . Then the characteristics, Dn−4
4 , Dn−3

3 , Dn−2
2 , Dn−1

1 are
each extracted from one of the other four images. The process starts
by combining the base color information, In−4

new , with the lowest res-
olution set of details, Dn−4

4 , which results in a new, intermediate
resolution iris image, In−3

new . Similarly, we obtain the higher resolu-
tion images, In−2

new , In−1
new , and In

new by iteratively applying (6):

I j
new = P jI j−1

new +Q jD j−1
n+1− j j = n−2,n−1,n (9)

Figure 7 provides a visual layout of the composition of the new iris
image. The use of details from multiple real iris images provides
the synthesized iris with both a unique and realistic combination of
characteristics as contained in the real irises.

6 Experimental Results

In order to test the method we selected two sample databases of
irises from the existing UPOL database. The first database con-
sisted of all of the UPOL images with duplicates removed; leaving



Figure 8: Original database size and the increase provided by our
augmentation method.

Database Irises High Quality Ratio
Created Irises

Complete UPOL 1120 1025 91.5%
Grouped UPOL 1120 1098 98.0%

Table 1: The quality results of the method with the Complete UPOL
database as input, and with the Grouped UPOL database as input.

a total of 128 iris images. We named this database Complete. The
second database is a copy of the first database but is separated into
two groups. The first group contains the irises which have two rings
of distinctly different characteristics and the second group contains
the irises which have one ring of characteristics. We called this
second database Grouped; it also consists of 128 iris images. Our
method was then used to augment each of these two databases; as
noted in Section 5.1 each database was augmented with 1120 syn-
thesized iris images. Next the synthesized iris images were exam-
ined and rated according to the clarity and realism of the character-
istics as well as the uniqueness of the synthetic iris when compared
with those used to create it. This visual process required that we
learn the patterns and characteristics found in the real irises from
the database in order to be able to distinguish the sometimes subtle
differences between two similar irises. Although it is not obvious
at first glance, selecting which irises to use when creating a new iris
is an important step in the process. Results show that the classifica-
tion process improves the overall quality of the synthetic irises, as
seen in Table 1.

Figure 9 contains an example synthesized iris image with the five
iris images used to create it. The synthesized image displays similar
characteristics and color patterns to the real irises and thusly is a
very realistic iris image. Also, it is significantly different from each
of the irises used to create it and therefore is a unique iris image
which can be used in addition to the existing irises in the database.

In Figure 11, we display a set of eight iris images taken from the
UPOL database, alongside 16 iris images which were created from
various combinations of the eight. Not only does the algorithm pro-
duce excellent individual results, but it can significantly increase the
number of unique iris images contained in the database as the chart
in Figure 8 demonstrates. Our implementation did not generate an
exhaustive set of possible irises for logistical reasons, yet still made
a significant increase to the UPOL database by providing 1098 new
iris images.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a novel method to augment existing
iris image databases through iris image synthesis. We showed how
the complete characteristics of an iris image can be extracted us-
ing multiple levels of reverse subdivision multiresolution. Then we
provided a new method for iris image synthesis based on combin-
ing various levels of iris characteristics extracted from multiple real
iris images. Next, we proposed criteria for classifying iris images
in order to improve the results of the method. Finally we provided
experimental results obtained using our method which demonstrate
it’s effectiveness at synthesizing individual iris images and increas-
ing the size of the UPOL iris image database.

Our method will benefit from investigation into algorithmic ap-
proaches to classifying sample irises, by allowing any user who
is unfamiliar with iris images to easily extend their iris image
databases. Although as mentioned previously, the method’s ability
to exponentially increase the size of a database reduces this require-
ment significantly.

In order to better test iris recognition algorithms, a number of im-
age transformation steps can be added to our post processing stages.
These steps, when combined with iris scaling algorithm, can be
used to produce multiple samples of the same iris with varying ro-
tations, pupil sizes, and noise levels. This will allow our method
to produce image databases similar to the UBIRIS database where
multiple samples of varying quality exist for each iris.

Finally, very little work has been done on verifying synthetic bio-
metrics. Visual inspection of iris images may be adequate if the
inspection is done by an expert on iris images, however in many
cases an automated verification method is desired. Statistical meth-
ods show promise, but without large databases of real samples from
which to build the statistical model, the model will be biased to the
samples used in it’s creation. Investigation should be done into the
validity of statistical biometric data verification, followed by inves-
tigation into novel, automated iris image verification methods.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 9: Synthesized iris beside real iris samples used to create it. (a) The synthesized image. (b) The base iris image, Ibase. (c)(d)(e)(f) The
irises used for details, Dn−1

1 , Dn−2
2 , Dn−3

3 , and Dn−4
4 respectively.

Figure 10: A set of eight original iris images used in our algorithm.

Figure 11: Synthetic iris images generated by our algorithm using combinations of the original iris images in Figure 10.


